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STATUS

Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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STATUS
TIMES series fully absorbs the design elements of first-
class architectures in    the world, refines and deeply 
exploits their design concepts and integrates them with 
furniture design.
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In STATUS the storage space of one 
executive desk must also be full of sense 
of modern times and creativity. The 
creative design of combining drawer with 
small cabinet makes storage freer and 
mord convenient and makes working 
more orderly and high-efficient.

“STATUS Temperament”of  Storage
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Wiring of table topDrawing table top, wiring channel

Storage function of side cabinet
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Storage cabinet with automatic door can 
be opened and closed easily.

The filing cabinet of STAUS fully considers the double functions of 
display and storage, Open-ended shelf is exhibited with books,or 
collected with red wine, or displayed one beloved model of racing 
car.All private articles can be separately hidden at the storage 
cabinet at both upper and lower end. 

Hatchback design door easily store and take out

LED lamp adds display effect and 
practicability.(high configuration)
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In order to cater to different functions and design of different 
office spaces, STATUS equips with exclusive low cabinets, Unified 
style makes STATUS become the most bright and beautiful 
landscape. 
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Wire box of conference table Wiring funcyion of conference table
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How to create a both noble and relaxed atmosphere for negotiation. STATUS gives an 
answer.It inherits inclined plane design and span design of STATUS series.A square 
desk full of design sense can create a relaxed negotiation atmosphere for us.
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STATUS
International Vision High-end Works

It creatively draws on the experience of span design inclined 
plane design and hanging design of the new Arch of Triumph 
of Paris forms unique Light mapping effect and symbolic 
perspective effect and interprets the office space with artistic 
temperament.The application of new type protein skin and new 
type nanometer paint and exquisite process bestows TIMES with 
unique noble quality and laudable tolerant spirit.

ET11
Tea Table
W1600*D900*H420(mm)
W800*D800*H420(mm)

ET70
Negottiation Table
W1100*D1100*H760(mm)

W-13B

ET98/ET98A
Filing Cabinet
W2900*D580*H2000(mm)

ET91
Filing Cabinet
W1600*D480*H740(mm)

ET92
Filing Cabinet
W3250*D700*H890(mm)

ET78
Council board
W8000*D2000*H760(mm)
W6000*D2000*H760(mm)
W4800*D1800*H760(mm)
W3600*D1800*H760(mm)

ET88
Executive Table
W3000*D1200*H760(mm)
W2600*D1100*H760(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

Material 


